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Vibrant and successful efforts by investors with a resolve to ensure growth and development in their respective areas
have brought KINFRA Film & Video Park, Kazhakkoottam, Trivandrum, KINFRA Integrated Industrial & Textile Park,
Kanjikode, Palakkad and KINFRA HiTech Park, Kalamasserry, Cochin into focused limelight as India’s premier
industrial infrastructure corporation in the public sector hastens to ensure basic facilities for aspiring entrepreneurs
and handhold them on the path to success and accomplishment.
In Kazhakkoottam, the visit of Mr. Tim Eddy, Global Vice Chair, Earnest & Young (E&Y) the IT giant, to its state-ofthe-art facility in the KINFRA Film & Video Park, held bright possibilities of increased investment and enhanced
activity in the company’s area of operation. While in Palakkad it is Rime Rich Foods, already an integral part of the
KINFRA family with its manufacturing unit in KINFRA Food Park, Kakkanchery, Malappuram district which is scaling
new heights, in Cochin KINFRA Hi-Tech Park is witnessing the expansion of ubio, which has informally begun
operations of its new Medical Diagnostic Manufacturing facility.
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into focus E&Y’s readiness to make use of the world-class infrastructure facilities
provided by KINFRA to go ahead with the project, and, in turn, KINFRA’s continued
commitment to provide every possible support to the initiative.
In continuation of this high level confabulation and as a prelude to what is in
store by way of growth and expansion, Mr. Tim Eddy visited KFVP and held
further discussions with Team KINFRA headed by Dr. G.C. Gopala Pillai, MDKINFRA, Sri. J Krishna Kumar MD-KFVP, Sri. K. Sudhakaran GM-Projects and
other KINFRA officials on the various aspects of the projected expansion. Already
E&Y occupies 85000 sq.ft. in the IT/ITES sector of the Animation Zone, and the
facility serves as the Global Support Centre of the illustrious brand.

Trivandrum: Minister-Industries & IT, Sri. P.K. Kunhalikutty received Mr.
Tim Eddy, Global Vice Chair, Ernst & Young (E&Y) in his office during the
latter’s visit to Trivandrum recently. The
meeting between the Minister and the
Technology leader centered around the
possibility of E&Y, the Globally
acclaimed IT major expanding its
already substantial presence in
KINFRA Film & Video Park (KFVP),
Kazhakkoottam. The meeting brought

Rime Rich Foods launches unit in
KINFRA Park Kanjikode

Operations begin ubio’s new facility
in KINFRA Hitech Park

Manufacturers of Pappai Ice Cream, Rime Rich opened its new
manufacturing unit in KINFRA Integrated Industrial & Textile Park, Kanjikode,

ubio
Biotechnology
Systems
is
commissioning
its
new
modern
manufacturing facility in KINFRA Hitech
Park, Kalamassery. This is one of the
biggest investment happened in the
medical diagnostics sector in India. From
its inception in the year 2008 as an Assay
Development company at KINFRA
Hitechpark, Incubation center, ubio has
grown up into a full-fledged IVD manufacturer contributing largely to the human
and animal health sector.
ubio’s new manufacturing facility, has the capacity to manufacture 200000
rapid test devices per day. This fully automated facility consists of CLASS
10000 assembly suits, under <10% RH, Automated coating, Lamination and
assembly lines, Fully automated ELISA
manufacturing Line, SPCE based Biosensor lines,
CLASS 10000 Sterile Buffer filling facility with fully
automated vial and bottle filling lines, Biosafety III
culture room, cold rooms, fully equipped Quality
control laboratory and R&D laboratories for Assay
development,
Molecular
Biology
and
Bioengineering.

confident of repeating its success saga, already underway in Kakkancherry.
Italian Technology mixed with European flavours, the new plant has the
capacity to produce 12,0000 pieces of ice cream a day, intended for home
consumption as well as the export market.
“Fully automated and absolutely hygienic every inch of the way, Rime Rich
plans to grow into more varieties of flavours and increasing numbers of
consumers”, said Sri. Starson
Kandamkulathy, MD. “In
addition to ice cream cups, we
also have imported sticking
machines to make 14,40,000
stick ice cream per day.
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